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Mandatory Assignment 06 - Report 
INTRODUCTION 
In this assignment we were set to do a photoshoot for a radio station and make an 
advert for both web and print in different sizes. The task was extremely fun but also 
demanding. The studio shooting is something that I’ve never done before but I had 
the pleasant opportunity to borrow a studio from a friend so that I were able to work 
with several lightings and a great wall in both black and white. 

For the task I chose to define my target audience as young adults, both students and 
those who don’t study. Specified age will be 16 to 25. They should be interested in 
music and preferably new music that are not categorized to pop. They can live in the 
whole country as long as their have connection to the DAB radio system. A lot of them 
will have interest in making their own music, but there is room for «just» music lovers 
as well.  

RESEARCH AND WORK PROGRESS 
Prior the assignment I read the provided lessons  and additional links and watched 
the Lynda video Photography Foundations Composition . I also did a lot of research to 1

get to know the genre independent and electronica and what kind of styles that were 
convenient to the specific genres. I chose to do the ad for the radio station that 
fronted new «up and coming» artists in the genre electronica and indie. The task brief 
just wrote indie and did not specify if indie was the genre independent or indie rock/
pop. So according to Wikipedia  the term «indie» was primarily used for independent 2

music so I chose to perceive the indie as the independent music genre.  

For my inspiration I headed to Pinterest, as always. I searches for music posters, the 
relevant genres and made myself a board with a lot of different images and ideas on 
how to solve the task. I also headed over to the free image sites Pixabay  and Pexels  3 4

to get more inspiration and also find some images that I could be using in the ad. For 
the photoshoot I saw a few different videos on youtube to get the feeling of showing 
up prepared. I helped a lot and also the video at Lynda because I felt that I knew all 
the information about how to solve the photography task and therefore I manages to 
set up the lighting and achieve the photographs that I wished for.  

There were few other posters for radio stations and especially in the genres indie and 
electronic. This made it hard to analyse the market and compare my product with 
existing solutions. I figured out that a simple and modern look would suit the poster 
great to underpin the new, independent the up and coming artist probably would 
make. 
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MOODBOARD 

 

Moodboard: 
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/44/5b/fb/445bfb50dd9e36119408e509ba3d3d04.jpg 
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/87/06/61/870661867e7050442c723fb3d163acfc.jpg 
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/cd/2c/05/cd2c054b70dd09c4b448cdc953e505b3.jpg 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/a9/17/20/
a9172096fc6d653c3e6a0bd9d9b6e776.jpg 
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/a9/23/6f/a9236f973f4142d76a7f0f7acec83f04.jpg 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/36/3a/ef/
363aef509476cf12948f4251d3ed1806.jpg 
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/9c/a3/cf/9ca3cf6980e2c649f23b4ed2aa6a3665.jpg 
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/60/29/af/6029afe3fb4f959a0ead875b4acb2ade.jpg 
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https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/a9/17/20/a9172096fc6d653c3e6a0bd9d9b6e776.jpg
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https://i.pinimg.com/564x/9c/a3/cf/9ca3cf6980e2c649f23b4ed2aa6a3665.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/60/29/af/6029afe3fb4f959a0ead875b4acb2ade.jpg


DESIGN 
The style at the poster is mostly modern, simple looking. The poster is put together 
with few objects. I wanted the image to form a silhouette of the person and then 
reflect the silhouette with the placement of the text at the right hand side. The colors 
underpin both the logo (made for the fictive radio station) and also the simple modern 
look. 

In my assignment there are multiple fonts. I have broken the rule of choosing only 2-3 
different fonts, and I’m actually using 4 different fonts; Impact, Open Sans, 
Boardmarker and a manipulated version of the Avenir font for the word «electronic». I 
think that the different music styles needed different fonts to underpin the category 
they’re in, and for the other lines there are used simple and very much like fonts Open 
Sans and Impact. I also added a punchline in the same font as the word 
«independent», so that the ad don’t look to messy. I think the fonts work well together 
even though there maybe is «too many» of them.  

 For the colors I chose to be very simple and use few of them. Except from the logo 
there are only 3 different colors in use; black, blue and a shade of mint. I chose the 
colors because of the logo and I really liked how they turned out. They really stand out 
from the background but still not to much. I really like how the colors make the whole 
ad looks consistent and simple but still pops.  

The idea with the composition in this ad. I chose to work out from the image that I 
chose to use as my background. I added some black to make it look like the person in 
the picture only is visible at one side of the body. They I carefully put together some 
text and placed it in the same silhouette as the person in the image, just reflected 
vertically. I got a nice weighted layout that works great. Besides this the layout is really 
simple, it has a simple black aground with a person in it, and there is little text but 
enough to understand what the ad would like to communicate.  

CONCLUSION 
The task was really fun to work with, I feel that I’ve accomplished a good advert and 
some really cool images. The images could be more different from each other, but the 
second model could attend the shoot and we didn’t have the time to do another one. 
The current model was a little uncomfortable which made the range of the photos a 
little limited. But I we managed to differ up the photos with the lighting. The adverts 
for web and print were also fun to do, and I accomplished what I wanted them to look 
like. I absolutely prefer the one for print, and that is because there was so much more 
space to work with and that I could leave more of the space blank.  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SOURCES 
See the links in the moodboards as well.
 https://www.lynda.com/Photography-Photo-Assignments-tutorials/Foundations-of-Photography-1

Composition/80299-2.html?org=noroff.no

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independent_music2

 https://pixabay.com3

 https://www.pexels.com4
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